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An Algorithmic Approach to the Analysis of Glenn Branca’s Symphony No. 6  
(Devil Choirs at the Gates of Heaven) 

and 
sea garden., a Song Cycle in Four Books with Poetry by H.D. [Original Composition] 

Ryan McMasters, PhD 

University of Pittsburgh, 2023 

Glenn Branca’s 1989 Symphony No. 6 (Devil Choirs at the Gates of Heaven) for nine 

electric guitars, electric bass, and drums is hailed by Tim Holmes as “one piece of music [that] 

could be all music” and a “time-bomb ticking inside the locked citadel of music history.” This 

project uses the syntax of the popular programming language Ruby to take an algorithmic approach 

to the analysis of several sections of Branca’s guitar-driven, hard-hitting exploration of timbre and 

time and makes a case for algorithmic analysis as a synthesis of traditional analytic approaches 

and contemporary musical computer programming concepts. Further applications of this type of 

analysis are proposed, including the development of a new musical programming language, 

OREAD, to help composers and performers engage with algorithmic music in a vernacular more 

closely resembling interpreted programming languages. The accompanying original song cycle, 

based on “Sea Garden,” a collection of poems by H.D., includes examples of this language and 

represents an approach to writing for the voice that is heavily influenced by Branca’s use of texture, 

direction, and intensity. 
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1.0 Introduction 

Consider first the hairline bristle of Wagnerian climax c/w the 

ascending major triad ‘ah-ah-ah-ah flattened seventh)-WAAAAA’ of ‘Twist & 

Shout’ (they’re playing simultaneously); distill whatever peak febrile intensity 

you’ve ever experienced musically into a single shimmering pinprick of white 

noise [remember lysergic vision: the collapse of polarities : god=not-god: the 

micro-wave/ micro-tonal tapestry continually weaving/ unweaving]; the attack 

and decay of each note expanding exploding into sub-atomic operas. Multiply 

to the nth degree. 

-Tim Holmes, Liner Notes to Symphony No 6.

The liner notes for the 2006 re-release of the recording of Glenn Branca’s Symphony No. 

6 (Devil Choirs at the Gates of Heaven) paint a picture of a slash-and-burn guitar-and-drum laden 

sonic wasteland full of nuance and fury. While such visions of über-grandeur might be avoided in 

the unravelling of the piece that is to follow, Branca’s use of sheer sonic power to deliver both 

violent and mollified textures takes center stage (or studio, in this case) as the unifying feature of 

these five distinctively potent movements. The music Branca made leading up to Symphony No. 6 

exhibits constant refinement, yet Symphony No. 6 lets loose with a barrage of visceral and potent 

gestures that harken back to his first recordings with Theoretical Girls; the music that follows No. 

6 continues his trend of refinement yet remains obsessed with several musical facets that are 

cemented in Symphony No. 6. This analysis project aims to identify and expand on Branca’s 

synthesis of raw sonic power (from his early work as a No Wave rocker) with refined 
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compositional techniques (from his experiments with just intonation and structure that directly 

precede Symphony No. 6) through his use of both timbral (harmonic and spatial) and temporal 

(rhythmic and proportional) distortion throughout the composition, recording, and mixing of 

Symphony No. 6. 

1.1 Glenn Branca: Making Some Noise 

Coming from an experimental theater background, Branca’s (b. October 6, 1948, 

Harrisburg, PA; d. May 13, 2018, New York, NY)1 path to composition is woven through the 

highly successful Soho No Wave bands Theoretical Girls and the Static.2 After leaving both bands, 

Branca formed his own group, honing his individual style on the road, rather than in the academy3. 

Reflecting on his writing after the 1981 album The Ascension, Branca concluded that he had 

“already done everything [he] could in the rock context”4 and turned to creating distortion-filled 

and tuning-obsessed electric guitar Symphonies, equipped with a new found appreciation and 

application of music theory.5 Branca’s subsequent Symphonies and concert music display a hard 

rock approach to composition and performance that mirrors trends in minimalism and spectral 

music while remaining fiercely devoted to the sonic aesthetics that made his No Wave music 

 

1 Gann, Kyle. American Music in the Twentieth Century. (New York: Schirmer Books, 1997), 301. 

2 Masters, Marc, No Wave, (London: Black Dog Publishing, 2007), 112-115. 

3 Masters, No Wave, 129. 

4 Masters, No Wave, 130. 

5 Masters, No Wave, 132. 
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popular. His contributions to contemporary classical music, while acknowledged in histories of 

the twentieth century, have yet to be given the same level of analysis and representation as many 

of his contemporaries. Preliminary research (through ProQuest and SMT abstracts) reveals no 

dissertations or theses focused on the music of Glenn Branca, though his name appears in several 

papers on popular music relating to the No Wave rock scene, and particularly the band Sonic 

Youth. To this end, I feel that a comprehensive study of one of his symphonies is greatly overdue.  

This paper will begin the analytical discussion of Branca’s music by compiling a diverse 

set of analytical tools, including a self-designed software suite that will successfully address his 

compositional and performance processes in Symphony No. 6. and can subsequently be applied to 

other works by both Branca and music constructed through similar means.  

1.2 Symphony No. 6 (Devil Choirs at the Gates of Heaven) 

Branca’s symphonies, starting with 1981’s Symphony No. 3 (Tonal Plexus), represent a 

self-described departure from the previously song-format works both for Branca’s bands and his 

own newly-formed ensemble. The works are longer in length and tend to fixate on one sonic idea, 

whether a new tuning system, freshly invented instrument, or rhythmic concept. Symphony No. 6 

is, in a way, a return to Branca’s No Wave roots after 1984’s Symphony No. 5 (Describing Planes 

of an Expanding Hypersphere). While Symphony No. 5 similarly utilizes electric guitar, drums, 

and varying levels of distortion, Symphony No. 6 is less obsessed with clean tones, perfect 

combinations of just intervals, and tidy resolutions. In Symphony No. 6, commissioned by the Mass 
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Council for the Arts New Works Program,6 Branca works with a palette of sonic density, rather 

than cleverly mapped tuning systems and uses nine electric guitars, one electric bass, and a drum 

set as its maximum instrumentation. 

A work purely for the recording studio, the piece exists in two forms: Symphony No. 6 

(Angel Choirs at the Gates of Hell) in four movements (1987)7 and Symphony No. 6 (Devil Choirs 

at the Gates of Heaven) in five movements (1988).8 The longer, 1988 version, adds The Fifth 

Movement, which Tim Holmes describes as “the entwining of daemonic and celestial threnody...”9 

and is the version recorded by the Glenn Branca Ensemble on Blast First in 1989.10 Through studio 

over-dubs and remixing, the revised movement combines elements and compositional techniques 

from the previously completed four movements and cements this version as a piece that can (and 

does) only exist as a studio recording. Compared to the production characteristics of the recording 

of Symphony No. 5 (recorded 1984), Branca and producer Wharton Tiers opted for a (subjectively) 

less polished sound in Symphony No. 6, which says as much about Tiers as a producer as Branca 

as a composer. The production and mixing of other records by Tiers in the same year, notably 

 

6 Tim Holmes, liner notes for Glenn Branca, Symphony No. 6 (Devil Choirs at the Gates of Heaven), Glenn Branca 

Ensemble, recorded 1988, Atavistic Records, 2006, CD. 

7 Glenn Branca, “glenn branca: the official website,” Glenn Branca Official Website, accessed December 15, 2018, 

https://www.glennbranca.com. 

8 Branca, “glenn branca: the official website.” 

9 Holmes, liner notes for Glenn Branca Symphony No. 6,  

10 Glenn Branca, Symphony No. 6 (Devil Choirs at the Gates of Heaven), Blast First BFFP 39, 1989, CD. 
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releases from Dinosaur Jr*, Sonic Youth, and Nick Cave,11 all feature this more distortion laden 

and lightly mixed sound, which ultimately adds a layer of interpretation and complexity to the 

analysis of a work for which the recording represents the composer’s preferred presentation.  

Symphony No. 6 is also Branca’s last symphony from his first rock-driven phase of 

symphonies. Symphony No. 7 (Graz) (1989) is Branca’s first work for traditional orchestra, and 

more closely resembles the work of minimalist composers John Adams and Philip Glass than the 

junk-tuning romps of Sonic Youth or Theoretical Girls. The rest of Branca’s output oscillates 

between the guitar driven sound of his first phase and the symphonic grandeur of later works, 

drawing the two ever closer in works like Symphony No. 11 (The Nether Lands) (2000) for 

orchestra and chorus and Symphony No. 15 (Running Through the World Like An Open Razor) 

(2000), described by the composer as “music for strange orchestra in seven movements.”12 

Scattered between the symphonies are chamber works for both his band, the Glenn Branca 

Ensemble (four electric guitars, bass, and drums, a format that most closely resembles the 

ensemble of The Ascensions), and other commissions for orchestra, chorus, or sound installation.13 

Symphony No. 6, while highly emblematic of Branca’s previous career in No Wave rock bands 

and early style, clearly contains all the compositional elements that continue to make Branca a 

unique voice as both a symphonist and composer for his own ensemble. 

 

11 Wharton Tiers, “Fun City Clients 1982-2006,” Wharton Tiers Official Website, accessed December 15, 2018, 

https://www.whartontiers.com/fun_city/fun-city-clients. 

12 Branca, “glenn branca: the official website.” 

13 Branca, “glenn branca: the official website.” 
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1.3 Methodologies for audio analysis 

1.3.1 Digital Capture of Files 

Given the nature of Branca’s composition/performance practice, which makes use of 

notation only as a vague road map, the official recording of this piece (originally issued in 1989 

on the Blast First label, reissued in 2006 on Compact Disc by Atavistic) will serve as the score for 

the majority of this analysis. All audio files used for analysis have been imported using the .WAV 

conversion codec in iTunes (release 12.5.4.42) and opened in REAPER v6 for tempo mapping, 

manipulation, and spectral analysis. The original vinyl recording and CD recording are, for the 

purposes of this project, sonically identical and thus timings used in the subsequent chapters are 

in reference to the CD timings.14 

1.3.2 Listening Systems for Analysis 

Equally critical to the method of importing and manipulating files are the variety of 

listening systems upon which the following analysis has been made. Several early listenings were 

made on less-than-critical listening systems, including the use of low fidelity headphones and a 

car stereo in noisy environments. While these early listenings provided clues about the rhythmic 

relationships or large-scale structural features found within Symphony No. 6, their usefulness for 

identifying minute variations in timbre or overtone content has proven limited. The most critical 

listenings, upon which many conclusions of this project have been drawn, were conducted on the 

 

14 Glenn Branca, Symphony No. 6 (Devil Choirs at the Gates of Heaven), Atavistic, 2006, CD. 
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following system: the aforementioned .WAV files were hosted in REAPER for playback using a 

Focusrite Scarlett 18i20 USB 2.0 audio interface set at a 48 kHz  sample rate and 24 bit resolution, 

through JBL LSR305 bi-amplified studio monitors which have been calibrated and positioned for 

as flat a frequency response as possible in a studio-like listening environment. This listening 

system provided the widest sound stage, greatest clarity, and the most objectively flat listening 

experience possible, short of listening to the original recordings at the studio in which they were 

mixed and mastered. This system, which combined visual information in the form of spectral 

graphs and tempo mapping and audible information, was both the most revelatory in terms of the 

piece itself and artifacts present in the CD recording that arose as a result of the transfer from vinyl 

to digital formats (e.g. a perceivable shift in noise floor after a given movement, clicks and pops 

that exist outside the recorded sound that are either stochastic in their occurrence or, at least, in a 

different realm of periodicity than the music being recorded). 
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2.0 Methodology: Why Ruby? 

In finding an approach to the music of Glenn Branca, much of which is either 

algorithmically generated or at least may be interpreted as such, turning to computer programming 

language syntax is an obvious choice. While using computers for analysis is not new to music 

theory, including early work by James Tenney on the music of Carl Ruggles,15 the incorporation 

of  these languages as a grammar for analysis can account for loops, iteration, and complex, 

concurrent data structures. Their use as an analytical tool, or, at least, an alternate means of 

understanding algorithmically constructed or influenced music, with some adaptation, provides a 

level of insight specific to a new approach to music making and analysis. This approach invites 

the listener to both experience the piece from the perspective of a performer, highlighting 

individual components of the overall soundscape and as conductor/composer, harboring the secrets 

of the large-scale formal, timbral, and rhythmic structures of the music. While not able to express 

certain facets of music (timbral specifics, purely analog phenomena, psychoacoustic effects, etc.), 

the use of algorithmic language analysis in conjunction with other approaches, including in this 

project, creates a new approach to understanding a given piece and a potential for a unique guided-

listening experience.  

A  growing community of music makers use both general and music-specific languages to 

generate sound, and being able to use these tools to analyze music created by different means will 

only broaden creative possibilities within the field. The ultimate choices for this project – Ruby 

 

15 James Tenney, “The Chronological Development of Carl Ruggles’s Melodic Style (1977),” In From Scratch: 

Writings in Music Theory, (Chicago, IL: University of Illinois Press, 2015), 180. 
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and Sonic Pi – combine natural yet powerful grammar, wide acceptance by both musicians and 

computer programmers, and are both highly customizable making them ideal for adaptation for 

various musical concepts. 

2.1 Interpreted Coding Languages for Musical Analysis 

When considering classes of programming languages based on their comparative merits 

(and to avoid unnecessarily complicated languages like machine code), two categories quickly 

emerge: compiled and interpreted languages. Compiled languages, while demonstrably faster16 

than interpreted languages, do not feature the same kind of flexibility, including dynamic typing17 

and a wider adoption rate among the existing sonic coding languages such as Sonic Pi and 

SuperCollider, both of which feature interpreted structure and server/client relationships. On the 

surface, compiled languages like C, C++, and Haskel may resemble interpreted languages and 

therefore could be used as tools for the analyses to follow. Ultimately, the use of interpreted syntax 

and structure proved most beneficial for the task at hand. To select a language for analysis, a brief 

overview of the most popular scripting and musical languages follows.18 

 

16 “Interpreted vs Compiled Programming Languages: What’s the Difference?,” freeCodeCamp, January 10, 2020, 

https://www.freecodecamp.org/news/compiled-versus-interpreted-

languages/#:~:text=In%20a%20compiled%20language%2C%20the,reads%20and%20executes%20the%20code. 

17 freeCodeCamp, “Interpreted vs Compiled.” 

18 “11 Most In-Demand Programming Languages,” Berkeley Extension, accessed January 10, 2023, 

https://bootcamp.berkeley.edu/blog/most-in-demand-programming-languages/. 
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2.2 Other Potential Languages and Their Relative Merits 

2.2.1 JavaScript (ECMA-262) 

JavaScript, the language upon which a large portion of the internet is built and the most 

popular language for coding,19 is a potential choice for an analysis syntax given its popularity and 

ability to be transformed to fit a variety of applications. A variety of extensions for JavaScript exist 

for music creation, including the powerful web API based tone.js,20 which is used for “interactive 

music in [a] web browser” and “aim[s] to be familiar to both musicians and audio programmers.”21 

While this level of adoption in the audio world and far reaching cross applications are certainly 

appealing, the end goal of JavaScript is to build tools “for performing computations and 

manipulating computational objects within a host environment,”22 a worthy task, but somewhat 

removed from the goal of creating a meaningful algorithmic based representation of a given piece 

of music (or components thereof).  

 

19 “ECMA-262, 13th edition, June 2022 ECMAScript 2022 Language Specification,” ECMA International, accessed 

January 3, 2023, https://262.ecma-international.org/13.0/. 

20 “Tone.js,” Tone.js, accessed January 3, 2023, https://tonejs.github.io. 

21 Tone.js, “Tone.js.” 

22 ECMA International, “ECMA-262.” 
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2.2.2 Python 

Python, another in-demand and powerful scripting language,23 features a grammar and 

syntax that is not entirely dissimilar to Ruby but lacks clarity in its ability to express algorithms as 

clearly for human interpretation. While a step closer to vernacular programming than JavaScript, 

Python’s syntax utilizes control structures and organizational features that, for programming, are 

clear and concise but, do not, ultimately lend themselves to the goal of expressing algorithmic 

music in terms that can be interpreted by both human and computer. Several other music theory 

and musicological projects, including the popular music21,24 use Python to conduct corpus and 

other data-driven analyses, but the output of the code, rather than the language of the code itself, 

is the eventual goal. Python is a close second to Ruby in terms of grammar and syntax, but the 

benefits of being able to use Ruby within Sonic Pi and its slightly more humanistic syntax make it 

the most likely choice for analysis. 

2.2.3 SuperCollider 

SuperCollider, which is largely text-based and not dissimilar from Sonic Pi in its overall 

approach to syntax, is a standalone language that mirrors C++ at times but ultimately demands its 

own specific grammar. A powerful tool for creation (the winning language combination of Ruby 

and Sonic Pi use SuperCollider in the background for sound generation), it lacks a broader 

 

23 Berkeley Extension, “11 Most In-Demand.” 

24 “music21: a toolkit for computer-aided musicology,” music21, accessed January 2, 2023, 

http://web.mit.edu/music21. 
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acceptance in the computer programming community and therefore has limited appeal as a tool for 

demonstrating how music may be expressed as concise algorithms in this project and beyond. 

2.3 Ruby and Sonic Pi: A Vernacular Choice 

Of all the languages that could be considered for musical analysis, Ruby is an obvious 

choice due to its simple syntax, relatively wide implementation in professional programming, and, 

perhaps most importantly, its pre-existing use in algorithmic music as the language underneath the 

popular coding environment from Sam Aaron called Sonic Pi. Ruby, developed by Yukihiro 

“Matz” Matsumoto, is intended to be “a language of careful balance,”25 combining the flexibility 

of JavaScript with the object-oriented nature of Python, building on both to deliver an experience 

that is “natural, not simple.”26  

While Ruby can be used to implement sound libraries and web-based applications (similar 

to tone.js from JavaScript), what makes it a clear choice as the grammar of analysis for 

algorithmically derived or inspired music is its use as the interface language for Sonic Pi, an open 

source music creation and coding environment from Sam Aaron. Sonic Pi, which is a fusion of 

Ruby front end (syntax) and SuperCollider back end (synthesis and audio playback), is a powerful 

tool for amateur and professional musicians and is designed as both a tool to get students interested 

in coding and to get musicians thinking about music creation in new ways.27 Sonic Pi contains the 

 

25 “About Ruby,” Ruby,org, accessed December 10, 2022, https://www.ruby-lang.org/en/about/. 

26 Ruby.org, “About Ruby.” 

27 “Sonic Pi,” Sonic Pi, accessed December 10, 2022, https://sonic-pi.net. 
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full implementation of Ruby, including advanced data structures and control beyond the included 

tutorials and documentation, making it an excellent way to audition analyses generated in Ruby 

and reinterpret traditionally notated pieces as text-based computer programs. While musical 

analysis may not have been the goal of Matsumoto or Aaron, the combined flexibility of Ruby and 

the musical possibilities presented in Sonic Pi make the syntax of Ruby the most straightforward 

and far-reaching choice for the sample analyses and adaptations presented below. 
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3.0 A few Examples from Glenn Branca’s Symphony No. 6  

Presented in the order in which the concept of algorithmic analysis was first conceived for 

and applied to this piece, the following examples highlight the translation of extant examples from 

Branca’s notes or the results of multiple listening passes. The Ruby scripts have been generated in 

the Sonic Pi IDE and adhere as closely as possible to executable code, with exceptions made for 

cases of analytical clarity. 

3.1 Second Movement: The Inspiration 

The Second Movement: the hive shatters, each fragment a labyrinth 

swirl, the ascent, the inexorable and endless harmonic climb to the Gates of 

Heaven, the point where the knowable demands access to the invisible. 

 -Tim Holmes, Liner Notes to Symphony No 6.28 

Perhaps the simplest sounding of the five movements, movement 2 was the inspiration for 

the analytical approach taken for the rest of this project. It is easy to describe the overall process 

of this movement: two sets of voices start in unison, one voice remains fixed as the other ascends 

an octave, and this gesture is repeated a second time with a drum set back beat as accompaniment. 

 

28 Holmes, liner notes for Glenn Branca Symphony No. 6, 
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This structure mirrors that of Rhys Chatham’s Guitar Trio,29 but the two pieces vary wildly in 

their sonic result. While Chatham’s piece invites the listener to approach the subtle changes in 

timbre presented through each section, Branca grabs the ear through loudness and 

combination/difference tones that become present and diminish as the sliding voice passes through 

certain just intonation relationships. These difference tones, combined with the overall saturation 

of the guitar sound, create an abrasive yet always forward-moving texture.  

To describe the piece in these terms, however, requires more verbal dexterity than is strictly 

necessary. An algorithmic summation of the structure and motion can, in a short block of code, 

convey the essential motion(s) of the movement and closely aligns with Branca’s approach to 

performance and conducting.  

To begin, the interlocking guitar voices can be described as independent loops with slightly 

different functions: 

 

Figure 1 Ruby representation of the Second Movement 

 

29 Grayson Haver Currin, “Guitar Trio Is My Life!,” Pitchfork, March 11, 2008, 

https://pitchfork.com/reviews/albums/11263-guitar-trio-is-my-life/. 
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In Figure 1, lines preceded by # are inserted as comments, used as labels and/or descriptors, 

a common practice in coding. The first loop, #guitar voice 1, is a simple infinite loop in Ruby, 

which describes how the first voice merely plays the pitch E3 for the entire piece. Through the 

conglomeration of multiple performers in each voice, this layer becomes a single, sustaining sound 

through the entire movement. The second, a moving voice, requires slightly more analysis and 

instruction than the first. By using Ruby’s increment function (|i|) after setting the variable i’s 

initial state to 0, the ever-ascending line can be described as a loop of 1200 repetitions (1200.times 

do) that add 1 cent to E4 on each repetition.30 As an introduction to the type of algorithmic analysis 

carried out in this project, this particular representation makes several compromises in the 

representation of an objectively analog phenomenon, namely, a smooth, non-incremental 

glissando across the neck of the guitar and highlights the challenge of interpreting some 

experiences in the digital realm. While not a true reflection of the experience of the performer, the 

use of the 1200 cents-per-octave system is an attempt to relate numerical and algorithmic structures 

to a concept familiar to most musicians and highlights the need for a programming language for 

human interpretation such as OREAD, described in Chapter 4. Other similar concessions are made 

throughout this project, but the overall value of algorithmic representation of certain facets of 

Branca’s music outweighs the need for an absolute representation within the algorithm itself. 

To describe the entirety of the movement, with its binary structure and added drums, 

requires a few more lines of analytical code. Simply wrapping the entire system in a repeat yields: 

 

30 In Ruby (and Sonic Pi), the default unit of pitch is the MIDI integer per half-step system. The incremented value 

must be scaled by 1/100 to accommodate for the adaptation of cents to MIDI values. 
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Figure 2 Second Movement with repetition 

To express the addition of the drums on the second repeat, which grow in complexity and 

intensity as the movement continues, requires the establishment of several variables in Ruby. If 

the complexity of the rhythmic pattern (i.e., the increased addition of cymbals, rolls, and overall 

activity) can be expressed as a variable “complex”, one approach to the description of the drum 

component could mimic the second guitar voice quite easily with a few substitutions in language.  

 

Figure 3 Second Movement drum fill in Ruby 

In the above example, “100.times do” is an attempt to scale the intensity of the pattern from 

0% - 100% and “complex/100” scales the percentage to a decimal value, similar to the pitch scaling 

in the guitar algorithms. These relationships are somewhat arbitrary in this analytical context, but 

merely attempt to give reasonable numerical values to given conditions.  
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However, to more accurately represent the evolution of the drum part from simple floor 

tom, to kick and snare, to all-out fill, a more complicated algorithm must be generated.  

 

Figure 4 Three stages of drum pattern 

A synthesis of the first and second algorithms yields the most accurate representation of 

the overall drum performance as the drum fill section (starting at 7:10) does grow in complexity 

as described in the first approach to the algorithm. Additionally, at 4:38 a subsection of the guitar 

and bass voices breaks away from the upper groups and introduces a lower octave of E than the 

opening two lines, serving to increase density and complement the introduction of the drums. 
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Figure 5 The Second Movement as Ruby code 

The net result of the drums and new sub-octave voice, when added to the guitar voice 

tracks, creates a holistic picture of the movement and paves the way for the analysis of other 

sections of the symphony and of subsequent movements.  
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3.2 First Movement: A Look at The Text 

The First Movement: The Devil Choirs in boot camp, the diabolical 

sturm und drang of fading needlepoint memory of every goddam ‘rock’ riff you 

ever heard strung along the DNA/DEW line, microscopic melodies tangling 

the cilia in metallic buzz, the Fibonacci Sequence spiraling into beehive 

swarm. 

-Tim Holmes, Liner Notes to Symphony No 6.31 

If the Second Movement inspired the use of algorithmic analysis, the First Movement 

confirms Branca’s intent and strict adherence to a system based on a single data set. The only 

publicly available page from the entire symphony is a chart of pitches, rhythms, and processes that 

unfold over the entire movement. The image quality of the chart leaves much room for 

interpretation, but through a reconciliation of the recording and the chart, a holistic understanding 

of the structure of this movement may be inferred.  

 

31 Holmes, liner notes for Glenn Branca Symphony No. 6, 
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Figure 6 Branca’s chart for Symphony No. 6: The First Movement 

From this single chart, Branca creates a movement that evolves in processes, guided by an 

over-arching set of principles. The entire chart is repeated multiple times while different 

information from the rectangular cells, indicated pitch classes, and rhythmic layers (dots in 

between rectangular voices) are used to generate new material based on the form presented at the 

bottom of the page: 1. Clusters, 2. Intervals, 3. Unisons, 4. Clusters, 5. Clusters, 6. Intervals, 7. 

Intervals, 8. Unisons, 9. Unisons, 10. Intervals, 11. Full Range Clusters, 12. Small Clusters, 13. 3 

Note Clusters, 14. 2 Note Clusters, 15. “POLYRHYTHMIA” (RANGE CLUSTERS), and 16. 
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Return to A.32 To decipher how each section and approach relate to the chart above, and to 

introduce the algorithmic structures of this movement, it proves helpful to begin with the basses.   

 

Figure 7 Bass parts reinterpreted 

The above figure is a reinterpreted representation of the original chart based on careful 

listening and comparison. Each box, pitch name, and relative position is used throughout different 

sections to indicate parameters for interpretation. To begin, Branca specifies pitches for every 

member of the group within a given rectangle. These pitches are used in both the Unison and 

Interval subsections of the movement. Algorithmically speaking, in the bass part, Branca indicates 

an array of pitches to be iterated once every eight eighth notes,33 which can be expressed as:34 

 

32 These interpretations of the written text are based on the single, low-resolution image available of the chart and the 

corresponding activity in the recording. Pitches referenced hereafter are based on a close inspection of the chart and 

confirmation through transcription of the audio itself. 

33 This interpretation of metrical subdivision assumes the repeating kick-snare pattern represents the quarter note 

throughout the movement. 

34 In Ruby, a ‘#’, typically used to indicate a sharp, triggers a comment, which alters the structure of the code. To 

avoid this, Sonic Pi uses the conventions of ‘s’ for sharp and ‘b’ for flat. These conventions will be used for the 

duration of this analysis. 
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Figure 8 First three measures of bass part in Ruby 

In this representation of the first three measures of the chart, the array ‘pitches’ contains 

the notes specified on the page and the ‘loop’ statement rotates through the array once per 8 

metrical units. This representation describes the Interval sections of the movement and can be 

expended to include the pitch arrays for all 15 “measures” of 8 beats. The upper guitar parts (top 

of the chart), can be expressed as easily as the basses simply by modifying the input pitches and 

frequency of repetition.  

 

Figure 9 Upper guitar parts expressed in Ruby 

The upper guitar parts follow a similar process, but repeat every 5 beats rather than every 

8. The inner voices may be similarly expressed, and the combination of representing several voices 

together is matter of simply combining the lines of code (with some variable specification). 
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Figure 10 Bass and upper guitar parts in Ruby 

While the chart form of the score clearly demonstrates the polyrhythmic interlockings of 

the parts, the algorithmic notation illustrates the concurrency of the processes and the individual 

mandate for each group of performers.  

By extracting the process (repeating every 8 or 5 beats) from the input (in this case, 

individual pitches), the application of Branca’s various processes can utilize the same loop 

function with different input states. Full Range Clusters, as specified in the 11th subsection, 

substitute individual pitches with clusters of 6 half steps, as indicated by boxes in the chart. Often, 

these boxes include the pitches from the Clusters or Intervals, but, as a rule, they span 6 chromatic 

half steps and may fall above or below their pitch array counterparts. To reduce and express this 

construction in Ruby involves the use of a few more lines of code, but is just as straightforward. 
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Figure 11 Full Range Clusters expressed in Ruby 

If the process of filling out each Full Range Cluster involves the generation of 6 chromatic 

half-steps, a simple ‘6.times do’ command coupled with an incrementation will generate clusters. 

While more concise approaches creating this array of half-steps exist for coding environments, the 

loop-based structure presents a picture of what most closely aligns with the sonic result and 

intention.  

The above processes may be applied to the other sections of the movement, but no moment 

is as ear-grabbing or as clearly demonstrative of the significance of the algorithmic approach to 

the composition and performance of this movement than the “POLYRHYTHMIA” section, which 

arrives around 10:10 in the recording. At this moment, Branca combines Full Range Clusters and 

four layers of polyrhythm against a straight-ahead 4 beat rock drum pattern.  
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Figure 12 Temporal ratio shift 

Midway through the roadmap, Branca changes the temporal relationships (5:4:6:8 to 

6:5:4:8, upper to lower, respectively), which can be easily accounted for in algorithmic notation. 

A complete set of concurrent algorithms for the “POLYRHYTHMIA” section is as follows: 
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Figure 13 POLYRHYTHMIA upper and middle guitars in Ruby 
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Figure 14 POLYRHYTHMIA low guitar and bass in Ruby 

The full expression of the POLYRHYTHMIA section in Ruby illustrates the simplicity of 

the algorithmic approach to this movement as influenced by the only extant example of ‘notation’ 

for the entire symphony. A few modifications notwithstanding, this script would be executable in 

Sonic Pi and, while it would not convey the intensity or timbral qualities of the section or 

movement, the intersection of pitch and rhythm would be clearly realized and recognizable. Yet 

to fully realize the potential of algorithmic based analysis in Ruby, specifically in Symphony No. 

6, an examination of the Fourth Movement proves most beneficial. 
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3.3 Fourth Movement: Further Analysis 

The Fourth Movement: the new ordering of the swarm, the pummel 

becomes a drill, a humming double-helix lateral staircase screwing its way 

into the marrow of divine matter.  

-Tim Holmes, Liner Notes to Symphony No 6.35 

While the First and Second Movements encouraged the use of algorithmic analysis and 

confirmed Branca’s approach to composition through the interpretation of the score as a graphical 

algorithm, the Fourth Movement is an all-out confirmation of an implied algorithmic process at 

work. This movement, consisting of a hocketed middle ground layer on top of the ever-present 4/4 

drums with swelling descant chords (often dyads of a perfect fifth or fourth) floating overhead, is 

steadfast in its approach to timbral evolution as a direct result of the algorithm in process.  

The opening measures feature four distinct guitar voices, each with their own consistent 

cell for repetition. Each layer is built around an alternation between a given note and its chromatic 

lower neighbor, a rule that remains in place for the entire movement. The complexity of sound 

arrives from cells of different lengths entering at different moments throughout the movement. 

While not a problem for traditional notation, this approach to hocket is easily expressed in 

algorithmic terms. 

 

35 Holmes, liner notes for Glenn Branca Symphony No. 6, 
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Figure 15 The four guitar algorithms in Ruby 

As the movement evolves, new layers enter the hocket, largely sticking to the central 

pitch/lower neighbor motif (e.g. C B C B), but the pattern is interrupted at 3:03 with a new pattern 

of three notes followed by a lower neighbor (G4, G4, G4, F#4). This pattern falls in line with the 

algorithm as its frequency in repetition is consistent, but after this particular entrance, the hocket 

becomes more and more dense with each successive voice using its own approach to the tone/lower 

chromatic neighbor convention. 
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Figure 16 Spectral, chordal, and motivic analysis of the Fourth Movement in Reaper 

  

In the above figure, the magenta lane represents the chromatic figures as they enter 

throughout the movement, the blue lane follows the top voice of the floating line; the cyan lane 

describes the relative harmonic function of the floating line chords; and the yellow lane highlights 

the few moments of structural impact as signified by cymbal crashes. As new layers enter, it 

becomes increasingly more difficult to decipher individual voices as a majority of the chromatic 

octave between G3 and C5 becomes fully saturated. The maximum density of the hocketed voices 

is finally reached at 4:03 and sustains in intensity until the end of the movement.  

The upper floating line, in stark contrast to the ever-complex layer below, remains 

relatively simple and consistent throughout the movement. Each chord in the line swells to a 

maximum volume and recedes, except the last entrance (3:25), which arrives and sustains its 

intensity until the end of the movement. While the waveform analysis of this movement highlights 
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the hocket and pulsing drums, the spectrogram quickly reveals the shape and duration of each 

floating line chord as they all activate the highest register of the movement.36  

 

Figure 17 Waveform (top) and spectral (bottom) analysis of the Fourth Movement in Reaper (0:00 – 2:30) 

 

36 For this example, the Reaper waveform and spectrogram images are used as they most accurately convey the 

relationship between loudness and harmonic saturation. 
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Figure 18 Spectral and waveform analysis of the Fourth Movement in Reaper (2:30 - end) 

In the above figures, floating lines appear as gentle rise-and-fall shapes (most clearly seen 

in the green band) and their volume peaks are indicated by each vertical cyan line. Cymbal crashes 

present as sharp yellow-red spikes in both figures. The chords,37 which are relatively evenly 

 

37 Numbers appearing in cyan boxes at the top of the figure correspond with each floating line chord event. Their 

approximate harmonic function is also provided. 
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spaced, outline a surprisingly tonal progression for the first half, centered in E major: I-IV-I-IV-I-

bVII-I. Only at the eighth chord event is there any deviation from the simplicity, where the chord 

becomes a chromatic cluster from E4 to G#4, suggesting the influence of the lower material. After 

this single event, however, Branca returns to I-IV-I to end the movement atop an exceedingly 

chaotic ocean of dense chromatic activity. The spectral overview of the top layer, combined with 

the algorithmic approach to the middle ground provide a holistic overview of the process in this 

movement and open the door to continue this approach for the two remaining movements.   

3.4 The Third Movement: A Hybrid Approach 

 The Third Movement: the pummeling of the Gates, the shrill jack-

hammer nattering of all souls whose desire exceeds the limits of the flesh, the 

radiant pulse of pneumonic energy. 

 -Tim Holmes, Liner Notes to Symphony No 6.38 

 

 

While the First, Second, and Fourth Movements allow for the expression of significant 

portions of their content to be represented in the above algorithmic analyses, the remaining 

movements require a multi-faceted approach to analysis that includes both algorithms to describe 

temporal events and spectral analysis to show trends in timbral evolution.  

 

38 Holmes, liner notes for Glenn Branca Symphony No. 6, 
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The Third Movement follows a relatively simple process: an array of fifteen cluster classes 

are combined with four rhythmic values to push the motion of the movement forward and create 

intensity in density and time. The constant drum beat pins the entire movement together, much 

like the rest of the symphony, and provides a baseline level of noise against which to analyze the 

relative densities of each cluster class. Within each cluster, there are variations at the individual 

performer level, but large-scale changes in density and register happen at distinct moments. To 

describe the rhythmic progression in Ruby is relatively straightforward as compared to the 

previous movements: 

 

Figure 19 The first two rhythmic sections in Ruby 

It is possible to explicitly state all six rhythmic sections in the above manner, but an 

extraction of the number of measures (the first line in each above block of code) and their 

associated durations (the second line) into separate arrays allows for an extremely concise 

expression of the rhythmic structure: 
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Figure 20 Rhythmic algorithm of the Third Movement in Ruby 

Determining that the movement consists of six sections, each with various diminutions of 

whole note values, is only part of the story of the evolution of sound across the five and a half 

minutes of the Third Movement. Moving at a pace independently from the rhythmic patterns, the 

array of clusters conveys much of the forward momentum of the movement. A change in cluster 

is sometimes coincident with a rhythmic shift (4:23), but often serves as an independent indicator 

of a new section. Unlike the Second Movement, which gradually evolves, these sudden and drastic 

cluster events are a clear demarcation of the structure of the movement.  
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Figure 21 A spectral view of the 15 tone clusters39 

A spectral analysis of each cluster (presented above as equal length extracted samples from 

the recording, listed in appearance order from left to right) reveals the relative densities in timbre 

that evolve across the piece. Clusters A and B are relatively low in density while the final clusters, 

N and O are the most complex and saturated moments of the movement. The visualization of 

saturation and timbre, devoid of rhythm, highlights the tonal building blocks of the movement and 

the integration of these clusters to the rhythmic Ruby code above yields a result that fully explains 

the construction of the movement.  

 

39 Spectral analysis was generated in Sonic Visualizer using dB2 weighting with a window size of 1024. 
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Figure 22 The Third Movement pitch and rhythm in Ruby 

The above Ruby code, used in conjunction with the chart of cluster densities, displays the 

independent movements of rhythmic and timbral densities throughout the movement and closely 

aligns with Branca’s extraction of rhythm and pitch in the single page of score available for the 

First Movement.  

 

Figure 23 Spectral, cluster, and rhythmic analysis of the Third Movement in Reaper 
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The above figure uses MIDI piano roll notation to indicate relative duration and density of 

the clusters (blue lane, higher is more dense) and the rhythmic base-unit (yellow lane, whole notes 

to eighth notes, bottom to top). Cluster events are labeled in the top timeline by cyan markers, 

rhythmic shifts by yellow, and moments of cluster-rhythmic coincidence by green.  It can be seen 

from the integration of cluster duration vs spectral density, that Branca tends to hold on to clusters 

with the most timbral density (e.g. N and O) for shorter durations while using the relatively less 

dense clusters as pivot points for the rhythmic shifts, creating an interlocking relationship between 

density and motion.  

3.5 The Fifth Movement: Bringing it All Together 

 The Fifth Movement: the entwining of daemonic and celestial 

threnody, polyhymnody, absorption and subsummation of consonant-dissonant 

conflict, puncturing the transparent membrane, infinity, collapse, question 

mark, exclamation point…  

-Tim Holmes, Liner Notes to Symphony No 6.40 

The Fifth Movement, of all the movements, benefits least from an algorithmic approach to 

analysis. While creating micro-level algorithms to describe the individual guitar parts or drum 

patterns may be of some interest, the monolithic structure of these twelve minutes stand up best to 

 

40 Holmes, liner notes for Glenn Branca Symphony No. 6, 
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an examination of overall timbre and loudness, with a potential descriptive algorithm generated as 

a result.  

 

Figure 24 Spectral and waveform analyses of the Fifth Movement 

When comparing the full-range spectrogram and waveform, two slightly different stories 

of this movement emerge. The waveform shows a clear and rapid rise in loudness over the first 

minute, then a gradual climb to the finish (the slight dip between 2:30 and 3:00 not withstanding), 

while the spectrogram bears out a much more varied set of timbres. 

The spikes in density (e.g. 5:30) are full cymbal crashes, that trigger new cluster densities, 

each of which seems to rise much like the Second Movement towards the next event. These 

particular relationships become more apparent in a spectrogram of more limited scope: 
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Figure 25 Spectogram of the Fifth Movement (0-4000 Hz) 

A closer look at the spectra between 0 and 4000 Hz highlights the underpinning of the Fifth 

Movement: moments of stasis, movement, and oscillating complexity alternating over the 12-

minute span. Notably, the dip in volume reflected in the waveform above corresponds to the 

relative stasis of 2:30, a moment that is not immediately apparent in the wide-range spectrogram. 

The large-scale structure of the movement is also more clearly reflected in this limited band of 

spectra, including the two moments of rapid pitch ascension (1:30 and 8:00). These revelations 

within the various visual representations of the sound recording can, ultimately, be expressed in 

Ruby, but the concise presentation of techniques and sections of this particular movement through 

spectral and waveform analysis prove to be most invaluable. 
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Figure 26 Colorized spectrogram of the Fifth Movement  (0-4000 Hz) 

The moments of stasis (cyan in the figure above) borrow early cluster material from the 

First Movement while the moments of ascension (magenta) draw on the process outlined in the 

Second Movement. Material highlighted in yellow most closely resembles music from the Third 

Movement but is a manifestation of new material to come. These two moments (3:00-5:25 and 

7:00-8:00) most clearly resemble what Holmes describes in the liner notes as “[the] absorption and 

subsummation of consonant-dissonant conflict”41 and can be clearly seen on the spectrogram as 

an oscillation between harmonically stable spectra and inharmonic clusters.  

 

41 Holmes, liner notes. 
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Figure 27 Moments of harmonic and inharmonic spectra in the Fifth Movement (3:00-5:30) 

In the first section of oscillation, Branca abruptly changes chords every three measures, 

occasionally using octaves in the highest register to pivot between these moments, a technique 

upon which he expands in the second section of consonant-dissonant conflict. 
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Figure 28 Harmonic and inharmonic spectra (7:00-8:00) 

The seventh minute brings with it a more interlocked structure, as if to represent an 

intensifying struggle between the titular Devil Choirs and presumed angels before the conclusion 

of the symphony. These chords maintain an average harmonic rhythm of three measure units but 

utilize more frequent pivot points within a given timbre to swing between stable and unstable 

vertical distributions. The harmonies in this moment are denser and more complex than the first 

moment (3:00-5:25) and use short bursts of harmonic stability to pivot between events, as if to 

subvert the traditional tonal concept of using dissonance as preparation for consonance. This 

increased rapidity of the internal statis-motion duality catapults the movement forward and 

provides a crucial texture-timbre relationship against which Branca builds the contrastingly slow 

push to the finish from the eighth minute onward. 
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To understand Branca’s retrogression in terms of pace towards the conclusion of the Fifth 

Movement, a larger scale glimpse at form is in order. While early moments in the movement hint 

at music from the previous movements, the cymbal crash at 5:30 ushers in a new set of textures 

and levels of saturation. The music that emerges, specifically from the third magenta section 

onward, is altogether more extreme in its rate of ascension and overall saturation. If the final push 

at 10:43 is considered a coda to this movement, the relative proportions of each spike roughly line 

up with whole number ratios (1:2 at 5:25, 2:3 at 6:45, 3:4 at 7:46, and 4:5 at 8:43), approximating 

nodes of the first five partials of the harmonic series. This theory is reinforced by the fact that the 

1:2 moment is met with two crashes, the 3:2 with three. While Branca states this piece is not just-

intonation centered, these proportions hint at his interest in ratios and symmetries. A simple Ruby 

explanation of these proportions could mathematically demonstrate these relationships but is 

perhaps more convoluted than a visual representation of peaks in a spectrogram. 

 

Figure 29 Temporal nodes in Ruby 

 

Similarly, each harmonic ascent following a temporal node (crash) can be described in a 

similar fashion to the Second Movement, yet the overall impact of the gesture serves to further the 

motion towards the coda, the most harmonically saturated moment in the entirety of Symphony 

No. 6. The comparison of relative rates of ascent and maximum values therefore carry more 

importance than the expression of process as described by the algorithm.  
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Figure 30 Approximate trends of pitch ascent in upper guitar voices 

To that end, however, approximate rates of ascent over time (slopes) may be generated in 

Ruby (via the Sonic Pi interpreter) using a similar format to the delineation of the ratioed sections 

before.  

 

Figure 31 Relative rates of ascent in Ruby 

While these algorithmic representations may be of some use in understanding shapes and 

process, their use in conjunction with the spectrogram and waveforms for the Fifth Movement 

prove the most useful. The Fifth Movement is a sonic synthesis of material and techniques from 

the rest of the symphony so it is only fitting that a combination of the various analytical techniques 
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used throughout this project would yield the best result when looking at saturation and temporal 

proportions. 

3.6 Other Considerations 

Beyond the algorithmic, spectral, and waveform analyses of the individual movements, a 

few other considerations and trends throughout the entirety of Symphony No. 6 merit discussion as 

they relate to Branca’s compositional process and the overall listening experience for this piece. 

Much of the above-analyzed timbral, rhythmic, and otherwise sensational content requires 

a steady frame of reference against which to create tension, resolution, and movement. This role 

is taken up almost entirely by the steadfast, four-on-the-floor style drumming of Stephan 

Wiscthern in each movement. The drum patterns more often than not remain grounded in 4/4 time 

with occasional accents and fills for color. Only in moments of absolute frenzy (the endings of the 

Second and Fifth Movements, specifically), do the drums leave their gridded position and 

contribute to the chaos.  

The steadfastness of the drums contributes to a particularly interesting phenomenon in each 

movement of the symphony, as well. After hearing a movement from start to finish, the listener is 

left with a sense that the music accelerated in tempo gradually across the timespan of the music. 

Drop-the-needle style investigation reveals, however, that the tempi of each movement remain 

constant. This effect may very well be attributed to changes in the levels of timbral or rhythmic 

saturation occurring throughout each movement stimulating alterations in a listener’s temporal 

perception, similar to the sensation of constant pitch ascension in a Shepard tone. Many of 

Branca’s other works feature monolithic linear progression like the movements of Symphony No. 
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6 and the sensation of acceleration is similarly compelling. While this sensation falls outside the 

scope of this project, it is a trend in Branca’s music that merits attention and consideration. 

Lastly, the scale and scope of the entire symphony is worth discussing as Branca himself 

amended the original composition with the expansive Fifth Movement upon revision. The 

experience of listening to the first four movements alone does present the sensation of temporal 

compression and the necessity of the Fifth Movement feels inevitable (even if every attempt at 

subjective isolation of the original form of the work is colored by the knowledge of the existence 

of the Fifth Movement). Without the last movement, the piece is decidedly front end loaded, with 

the First Movement clocking in over sixteen minutes in length. Proportionally, the Second, Third, 

and Fourth Movements are roughly one half, one third, and one quarter the length of the First 

Movement, while the Fifth Movement is three quarters the length of the First Movement. These 

proportions, given other ratios discovered throughout the analysis, are certainly no accident and 

highlight Branca’s adherence to guiding principles throughout his entire compositional process, 

whether in pitch, timbre, or duration.  
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4.0 Extensions and Applications 

The analysis of Branca’s Symphony No. 6 prompts further investigation into the use of 

computer language syntax, and algorithmic structures in general, in both musical analysis, 

interpretation, and creation. While the approaches outlined above can be easily applied to other 

musics that stem from, or suggest, an algorithmic approach to creation, the extension of this work 

has proven useful in areas beyond theory alone. Two such projects, the adaptation of several pieces 

of standardly notated music and the development of OREAD, a language for human interpretation, 

have proven to be the most fruitful outcome of this research. 

4.1 Translating Existing Pieces from Notation to Algorithms 

The first extension of this approach to analysis comes in the form of the reinterpretation of 

existing works as functional algorithms in native computer music languages. In order to 

accomplish this task, whether for performance or study, a form of analysis must take place. To 

distill a notated piece to its algorithmic essentials and translate them into executable code is as 

practical an application for this work as any and has proven beneficial in a handful of real-world 

examples. 
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4.1.1 Eve Beglarian – Until it Blazes 

Eve Beglarian’s 2001 piece, “Until it Blazes,” for piano or plucked string instrument and 

delay processing, while appearing as a formally notated score, follows two algorithmic processes 

and therefore lends itself well to reinterpretation as an algorithmic piece in Sonic Pi, using a few 

extended functions from Ruby that work natively in the Sonic Pi environment. The piece can 

largely be described as an array of pitches that is augmented as time goes on, which is easily 

represented in Ruby. The accent patterns move at a slower overall rhythm than the array of pitches, 

creating a hyper-metric array that is further amplified by the delay processing. 

 

Figure 32 Excerpt from Until It Blazes 

The above figure demonstrates how an array of three notes [C,B,E] is modified into 

hypermetric arrays through accent patterning. All three of these facets – a growing array of 

pitches, a non-congruous pattern of accents, and a dual channel delay processor – are easily 

accomplished in Sonic Pi using Ruby. 
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Figure 33 Until It Blazes as Sonic Pi Code 

The entirety of the piece, including written instructions concerning the crescendo and 

addition of distortion in the last measure and the stereo delay processing, is expressed in the above 

algorithm. This particular state of the code is the result of a complete performance, with the 

distortion component added and with the pitch array (color) in its final state. Lines 4-6 establish 

basic parameters about the piece: tempo (use_bpm 99), synthesis voice (use_synth :sine), and the 

shape of the envelope for the synthesizer (use_synth_defaults…). Lines 8-10 are the various arrays 

needed for adding pitches throughout the performance, each needed to be commented out (i.e. 

essentially “unarmed” for interpretation) at various stages of the performance. In 12-16, variables 
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are established to control amplitude of the unaccented (b) and accented (a) notes and $t is defined 

as the number of values in the pitch arrays (used to control repetition in the following lines). Lines 

18-36 is the code that controls the input to and output from the synthesizer during a performance, 

including the application of delay (:echo) and eventual inclusion of distortion, which is added 

when lines 38-42 are uncommented and sent to the interpreter. A successful performance of this 

version of the piece requires the performer to add values to the array of pitches labeled ‘color’ and 

update the script in real time, but this element can also be automated using the Ruby function 

‘puts[].’ Beglarian has authorized this realization for performance and views it as fully capturing 

the spirit of the piece as intended.42  

4.1.2 James Tenney – Harmonium 1 

Similarly to Until It Blazes, James Tenney’s 1976 work Harmonium 1 is easily expressed 

as an algorithmic process and was adapted for performance in SuperCollider for WOLFTRAP at 

the 2020 Beyond: Microtonal Festival. By treating each vertical harmony as a simple array of 

pitches, an interactive SuperCollider patch was created that allowed performers to activate notes 

as the arrays updated in clock-time. Cent derivations were translated to decimal values in MIDI 

and the overall effect of the piece remained (i.e., a slowly modulating set of harmonies that 

leveraged the naturally occurring “dominant seventh” chord between partials 4, 5, 6, and 7 of a 

given fundamental as a form of secondary dominant modulation). Tenney’s original score is 

elegantly notated and simple: 

 

42 Eve Beglarian, telephone interview by Ryan McMasters, December 9, 2023. 
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Figure 34 James Tenney's Harmonium 1 

In this case, the algorithmic representation and translation is much more complex, which 

is largely attributed to the demands of SuperCollider, rather than the concept of the piece itself. A 

collection of arrays was used to represent the measures of the piece: 
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Figure 35 SuperCollider score for Harmonium 1 

Additional lines of code, required to create the synthesizers, graphical interface for 

performance, and run the scheduling of measures over time, brought the total length of this piece 

to 318 lines. While considerably longer than the code for Until It Blazes, this difference is largely 

related to the contrast between Sonic Pi and SuperCollider rather than the merits of using either 

environment for the adaptation of notated scores for coded environments. 
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4.2 OREAD: a New Language for Performers 

Whirl up, sea- 

whirl your pointed pines, 

splash your great pines 

on our rocks, 

hurl your green over us, 

cover us with your pools of fir. 

                           -H.D., Oread43 

Through the work done on this project, and other input from performers and collaborators, 

it became clear that a new language, suited for human interpretation, would be a useful way to 

translate algorithmic compositional ideas outside the confines of standard notation, graphic scores, 

or text-based instructions. Through several collaborations and revisions, I developed OREAD. 

OREAD borrows syntax from both SuperCollider and Ruby to convey algorithms, data structures, 

and performance techniques in a manner closer to the conception of the following pieces. The 

language has already undergone several modifications and a full code specification (including 

syntax, examples, and tutorials) is planned for future development.  

 

43 Hilda Doolittle, “Oread,” Poetry Foundation, accessed December 20, 2023, 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/48186/oread. 
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4.2.1 For Adam Marks 

Pianist and Composer Adam Marks commissioned a short solo piece in mid-2020 and had 

been instrumental in the workshopping of OREAD. This piece, For Adam Marks, is the first piece 

conceived and notated exclusively in OREAD for a performer. While the language has evolved 

since this piece, the fundamental structures and emphasis on vernacular programming have not.  

 

Figure 36 For Adam Marks 

From eight lines of OREAD, Marks was able to generate endless unique performances of 

widely varied lengths (the shortest around 2 minutes and the longest over an hour). Marks’ 

feedback on the development of OREAD lead to the inception of a new, longer piece for solo 

piano, which was in process when Marks passed away in 2021. 

4.2.2 There Is Nothing Else 

In the fall of 2020, SpacePants (Jennifer Beattie and Diana Wade) commissioned a work 

for electronics, voice, and viola to be performed and recorded at The Tank Center for Sonic Arts. 

The piece began as a text-based set of instructions, but the ensemble requested an OREAD based 

version to incorporate the language into their performance practice. Through several rounds of 

development, a very simple algorithm was generated to be used alongside a Sonic Pi script. 
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Figure 37 OREAD score for There is Nothing Else 

Through the flexibility of both Ruby and Sonic Pi, the electronic component of the piece 

contains the OREAD text for the score, allowing for a single window to be used for all aspects of 

performance and recording.  
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Figure 38 There is Nothing Else within Sonic Pi 

This level of integration between Ruby, Sonic Pi, and OREAD have proven to be a most 

effective way to share, save, and perform pieces written in all three languages concurrently. 

4.2.3 A few examples from sea garden. 

OREAD as a language was developed after the composition of sea garden., yet proves 

useful in revision for a few key movements. In the score to follow, these movements exist in their 

original form, but are presented here as an alternative form of notation to be used by performers 

versed in OREAD. Several current limitations of OREAD have become clear through the 

translation of these movements, most notably the need for a more accurate way to represent rhythm 

in both strictly and loosely timed passages of music. These issues are well within the scope of 

future revisions of the language and highlight the need for flexibility in programming languages 

such as Ruby or Sonic Pi to accommodate new challenges. 
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4.2.3.1 Book 1, Song 3: the shrine 

The first such movement from sea garden. to benefit from a translation to OREAD is Book 

1, Song 3: The Shrine. The process of this movement is largely repetitive: the violinist follows 

along with the spoken text and alters the notes in their loop. An excerpt of the OREAD vs. standard 

notation versions demonstrates that both versions communicate the overall concept of the 

movement, allowing for the performer, should they choose, to reference either. 

 

Figure 39 An excerpt from the shrine in OREAD and standard notation 

While the OREAD version requires the performer to have a cursory understanding of the 

language, it conveys the process of the movement in a more compact version. Neither presentation 

is more correct than the other, but the text-based nature of OREAD allows for a simpler 

construction as compared to the issues posed by entering the standard notation version into a 

conventional notation program (Finale was used for this movement). OREAD is built for this kind 

of construction where standard notation programs simply are not.  
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4.2.3.2 Book 3, Song 3: the cliff temple 

the cliff temple is a similar structure to the shrine in that performers are asked to follow 

along with the spoken text and modify how they manipulate a stack of rocks as the movement 

evolves. 

 

Figure 40 Text based excerpt from the cliff temple 

This text-based approach has proven effective for this movement, but the OREAD version 

conveys the intention for the rock sounds more closely in line with the original intentions.  
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Figure 41 Excerpt in OREAD from the cliff temple 

4.2.3.3 Book 4, Song 7: the city is peopled 

The final song of sea garden. – the city is peopled – features coordinated dyads, not unlike 

There Is Nothing Else, which are easily represented in a loosely timed, stemless standard notation. 

However, to free performers from any attachment to rhythmic representation, an OREAD version 

conveys the pitch information without any temporal information. This approach, on the surface, 

appears to complicate a non-issue with the score, but highlights the usefulness of OREAD in 

communicating a score in a form of non-traditional musical literacy. Subsequent development of 

OREAD will include a focus on rhythmic expression and interpretation. 
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Figure 42 the city is peopled in OREAD 

 

Figure 43 the city is peopled in standard notation 

The standard notation example does clearly communicate the pitch-text relationship and 

approximate rhythmic pacing, but the OREAD version presents a cleaner, less cluttered approach.  

OREAD cannot replace all the movements of sea garden., especially those that are 

conceived and notated specifically with standard notation in mind, yet it represents a step forward 

in the adaptation of the algorithmically generated movements and promises to become a useful 

tool as the language develops through further collaborations. 
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5.0 Conclusions 

As a snapshot of Symphony No. 6 (Devil Choirs at the Gates of Heaven), the analytical 

section of this project serves to draw out several key conclusions concerning Branca’s process. 

First, Branca’s ability to generate incredibly complex sonic results through algorithmic processes, 

such as the extraction of individual layers from the chart for the First Movement or the deceptively 

simple system behind the Second Movement. While simple listenings might give a sense of scope 

and over-arching form, the investigations above reveal that the power of these components is a 

direct result of his careful planning and adherence to a system. Each movement establishes a 

performance algorithm and the sonic output stems directly from Branca’s input changing over 

time, whether a change in number of voices (the Fourth Movement), register (the Second 

Movement), or harmonic-rhythmic interdependence (the Third Movement). Secondly, each 

movement features, in its own way, the timbral and rhythmic tension created by activity in the 

lower voice held in constant tension against an upper voice. The first two movements feature the 

most accessible versions of this technique through either rhythmic complexity 

(POLYRHYTHMIA) in direct contrast to a steadfast drum beat or the drone/slide system of the 

Second Movement. The subsequent movements weave together demonstrably more complex 

relationships between upper and lower voices culminating in the “consonant-dissonance 

conflict”44 of the Fifth Movement’s unrelenting push towards ultimate levels of density and 

 

44 Holmes, liner notes. 
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intensity. Third, and perhaps most impressive, is Branca’s ability to return to 12-tone equal 

temperament after five symphonies that explored ever deeper systems of tuning and proportion. 

While this analysis began as an attempt to approach the music of Glenn Branca through an 

algorithmic lens, both to closely mimic his intention as composer and performer and to relate 

processes already in existence within algorithmically generated computer music, the ultimate 

outcome proved more nuanced and multi-faceted than anticipated. Through the incorporation of 

spectral, waveform, and graphical analyses, the algorithmic genesis of the music expanded to a 

more holistic understanding. The algorithms generated for the Second Movement may convey the 

specific system at work in the generation of the music, yet the hybrid approaches used in 

subsequent movements provides the most accurate picture of this monumental piece of music. 

Branca’s approach to form (just ratio proportions in the Fifth Movement), collisions of harmonic 

concepts (tonal harmony vs chromatic clusters in the Fourth Movement), and use of timbral density 

vs rhythmic density (most clear in the Third Movement) all lend themselves well to both 

algorithmic expression and other forms of analysis.  

If writing music in algorithmic forms (and specifically in Ruby via Sonic Pi) is a part of a 

composer’s creative process, the above analysis is potential practice at understanding non-

computer based algorithmic music and inspiration for future endeavors. This approach can 

continue to reveal Branca’s elaborate schemes for structure, timbre, and rhythm in other works.  

Without the insights gained by the algorithmic interpretation of Branca’s music, most of 

the work of the fourth chapter would not be possible. Through the distillation of many of the 

processes set forth in Symphony No. 6 came a depth of understanding for the need for clear, concise 

algorithms in both computer-generated and human-generated music. Moreover, the recreation of 

existing pieces within Ruby, Sonic Pi, and SuperCollider as a result of analytical translation opens 
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up the possibility to expand traditionally notated music to performers outside of conventional 

musical literacies and practices.  Perhaps the ultimate expression of this knowledge, both of 

Branca’s process for communicating with his performers and his reliance on algorithmic 

structures, comes in the form of OREAD, which continues to expand what is possible in terms of 

transmission and reception of algorithmically generated music for human interpretation. 
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Appendix A sea garden. 
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